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Pierre Blache 

Photography has always been for Pierre Blache intimately related to displacement; either at the corner of 
his street or at the other end of the world, wandering gives him the necessary state of mind for capturing 
images. These images allow him to build fictions that are feed with impressions and emotions, as well as 
brief forays into the local culture. Pierre Blache will opted for sequences of images that interact with each 
other to create a different reality, a dialogue that is established through formal and poetic associations. He 
prefers the evocation to the description and in this sense pursues his photographic research on different 
line of thought which attracts him particularly: the imprint of the sacred, the ambiguity of things, the 
presence of the other and the genius loci. Pierre Blache approached certain large urban agglomerations 
from within (Mexico, Shanghai, Tokyo, Rome…) without really trying to document them, not even 
pretending to understand them. Probably to find inspiration, certainly for the dizziness they provide us.   
 
The images that are part of Les lieux suspendus were captured during long urban strolls on 3 continents. It 
is by paying attention to his surrounding and by the use of slowness that the photographer discovers 
places that evoke at the same time discomfort and fascination. These spaces are often disturbed by subtle 
inscriptions, some obscure presences that inhabit them. Putting aside geographical themes too easily 
associated with his wanderings; the artist create images that interact with each other to give free rein to 
the viewer's imagination. 
 
More important, than informations of where the image was taken, it is the substance and the poetry that 
emerge; an invisible space hidden among the shadows. Pierre Blache likes the ability of the photography 
to reveal what is not given to see, focusing on the genius loci who inhabit his images. Each of the works 
offers a metafiction open to interpretation; where the strangeness of the landscape invites the spectator to 
an encounter; where time and space seem suspended... 
 
Born in Sainte-Rose (Laval), Pierre Blache lives and works in Montreal and Wentworth-Nord. He has 
been active on the Quebec photographic scene for almost thirty years. In addition to his artistic practice, 
he has long worked to promote photography within Montreal organizations, including through 
management positions at VOX centre de l’image contemporaine, the Mois de la Photo à Montréal, and 
Ciel Variable magazine. Besides his personal exhibitions at a national level, he has participated in 
numerous group exhibitions in Canada, Europe, and Latin America. In recent years he has received 
numerous creation grants and has carried out several international residencies _ Mexico, Rome & Lodz, 
Poland. His next photographic project, for which he received a artist grant, will be carried out in 
Jerusalem. 
 
 


